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. 0THE COMPTROICLIER GENERALtxib CECISICOJN l jrtL/i IF THE UNITED STATEa
WASHINGTON D. C .C.oDno4

ok FILE: B-189428 DATE: Octobar 13, 1977

MATTER OF: Air Unlimited

DIGEST:

1. Where contracting officer failed to comply with
a provision of the Federal Procurement Regulaitions
which, at the time of the agency action, required that
a contracting officer notify the, SBA that he has deter-
mined a small business to be nctnresponsible on the
bahis of lack of tenacity and poi severance, GAO
will review the merits of a protester's argument
that it erroneously was rejected as nonresponsible.

2. Nonresponsibility determination may be based on
acts of person operating the business of the pro-
tester even though bid was zloininally submitted by
part-owner who was not directly involved in prior
instances of unsafe practices, Fact that operator
who allegedly had committed uhsdfe acts would no
longer pilot flights under instant procurement does
not preclude a finding of nonresponsibility based
on alleged disconcern of management for safe
practices.

3s Contracting officer's determination that bidder was
nonresponsible because of lack of tenacity and per-
qeveran,_e based on bidder's poor safety record is
sustained,

Air Unlimited protests a contracting officer's determina-
tion that it was a nonresponsible bidder under invitation for
bids (IFB) No. R4-77-45, issued by the Forest Service,
Department. of Agriculture. Air Unlimited also claims that 'it
was not notified prior to rejection of its bid of adverse infor-
mation regarding its responsibility or given an opportunity to
rebut such information.
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The IFB called for aircraft services toltransport ijerson-
nel, equipment and supplies from one airfield to ahiother, and
to conduct search and rescue missions, aerial surveys, and fire
management raissions In Challis National Forest, The procure-
ment was a total smaullbusinoss set-aside. Air Uulimited, a
small busincss, submitted the low bid. 1Jowever, the contracting
officer determined that the protester's perseverance and tenacity
in making safety an integral part of performance under a similar
contract for the prior year was inadequate and thus that Air
Unlimited was not a responsible bidder. Award was made
to the next low bidder.

The FI feral Procurement Regulations (FPR) § 1-1. 708-2
(a)(5)(i), (ii) '.Q76 ed. ) provide that a contracting officer, prior
to submitting his determination of nonresponsibilit) to the head
of the procuring agency fOr approval, shall:

"* 4 * transmit a copy of the documentation
supporting the determination that a small
business concern is not responsible, for
reasons othler than deficiencics in capacity
or credit to the assigned SBA representative
or to the nearest SBA regional office, as
appropriate.

"(ii) The SBA office receiving the doc' imenrta-
tion will, within 5 workdays after Peceipt of
the documentation, notify the contracting officer
in writing whether SBA desires to submit con-
trary views concerning the determination."

We note that a recent amendment' to the Small Business Act,
15 U. S. C. § 637 (1970), as amended by Act of August 4, 1977,
Pub. L. No. 95-89, Section 501, aut~loris:es the SBA to con-
clusively certify all aspects of a small business bidder's
responsibility, including tenacity and petrseverance. However,
the regulation quoted above was controilizig on the date of award
and will be applied. Here, the contracting officer failed to notify
the SBA of his determination that Air Unlimited was non-
responsible for lack of tenacity and perseverance as required
by the above-quoted regul.-tion. We are notifying the Department
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of Agriculture, by separate letter, that steps should
be taken to insure that, in the future, its contracting
officer's are aware of and follow all procedures con-
cerning determinations of responsibility of small business
bidders.

This Office, generally, will not review determinations
of nonresponsibility based on alleged lack of integrity, tenacity
or perseverance where SBA has been notified of the proposed
bid rejection and SBA declines to contest that determination
pursuant tot applicable regulations. See Ekist~cs Desig'h Group,
Inc., B3-187168, January 12, 1977, 7TTCPTf2; ',Building
VM'iatenance Specialists, Inc., B3-181986, February 28, 1975.
'j7l UPD 122. In the present case, however, SBA was not
notified. In such circumstances wve will consider the inerits of
protests concerning the contracting officer's noraresponsibility
de termination.

A) contracting offier trust,' prior to a varding a ;1contract,
make"an affirmative detet mination hat'tht-prospective con-
tractor is 'responsiblc., , FPR § 1-1. 1204-1(a). A'bidder must
be responsible Lboth as to its capacity and creait to perform
the contract and as to itsi:Itegrity, tenacty and perseverancec.
FPR § 1-1. 1203-1. While the question of capacity and credit goes
to whether a&bidder can perform, questioas qf tenacity and
perseverance go to thcr the bidder will perform. 43 Cornp.
Gen. 298, 300 (1963). The contracting 6flefr's deterriination
that Air Uiliiited locked the Integrity, tenacityrand persever-
ance to perform safaly was based on several alleged incidents
involving Mr. Searles, the co-owner and operator of Air Unlinmited
during the performaince of a prior contract, ending May 30, 19':7.
Those incidents allegedly included:

1) flying at less than the legally-allowable altitude;

2) striking a tree top during a Fordest Service flight;

3) failing to stop to examine damage;

4) failing to report damage resulting from P.n accident;

5) flying with a damaged propellor;
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6) flying without a maintenance and repair releace;

7) filling fuel tanks while engine was running.

The protester first asserts that tecause the bid was signed
by Ms. Searles, as part-owner nf ¢.e business, and because she
was to manage the contract and wouli furnish pilots other than
Mr. Searles, the conduct of Alr. Searles under prior Forest
Service cont.acts with Air Unlimited should not be considered.
However, it appears from the record that Mr, Searles in reality
will continue to participate in the operations of the firm. While this
Office has held that prior delinquencies of a business entity should
not be imputed to it after it is acquired by persons who had no prior
connection with its management (50 Comp. Gen. 360, 366 (1970)),
the. protester, here, has not shown that such a change in manage-
ment of Air Unlimited has occurred.

The protester also points out that Mr. Seairles was not listed
on the bid form as one of the pilots to be employed on this contract
and 'was not, in fact, intended to be used. However, the alleged
defic~ieucies, summarized above, which were the basis for the
contracting officer's determination that Air Unlimited was not
responsible, relate to the concern of the management of Air
Unlimited for safety, as well as to the safety record of a particular
pilot., Conlsequently, the fact that the objectionable pilot would not
be utillcd under the contract does not preclude a finding that
existing management of Air Unlimited had not demonstrated
sufficient tenacity and perseverance with respect to the safety
considerations.

Having determined that the acts of an owner during the
performance of a prior Forest Service contract with Air Unlimited
may be considered, we proceed to determine whether those alleged
acts constitute a reasonable basis for the contracting officer's
negative determination of responsibility. The report submitted by
the Forest Service states that on December 13, 1976, an Air Unlimited
aircraft, operated by MIr. Searles, struck a tree top while making
a low-level flight. At the time of the incident, Mr. Searles was
conducting a game count and was accompanied by two passengers,
an employee of the Challis National Forest and a graduate student
from the University of Idaho. Mr. Searles completed the flight
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before returning to the airport from which he had departed.
The incident was reported by Mr. Searles to then Forest
Service Supervisor's Office at about 11 a. m. in the following
dai. At that time, no damage to the aircraft was reported.

The Forect ServicP asserts that the low-level flight which
resulted in contact wAit a tree, was in violation oftFAA Regula-
tion (F. A. Re ) part 135. 91, 14 C. P R. 135. 91 (1076). That
regulation, which prohibits daytime flights at less than 500
feet above the surface, applies to the carrying in air comn-
inerce of persons no property for compensation or hire. How-
ever, the regulation does not apply in certain instances, among
which are "aerial photography or survey., " F.A. R. 135.1 (a) (4)
(iii), It may be that the mission flown by Mr. ScArles could be
characterized as a "survey" and thus the fact that Mr. Searles
was flying at less than 500 feet does not necessarily indicate a
violation. How'ever, the fact that Mr. Searles did strike a tree
provides a basis for the contracting officer to question whether
Mr. Seatlesopeirated tfc aircraft with sufficient care. Moreover,
the Fore'Žt Service further asserfs that AMr. Searles, by not
inimediately returning to the airport to exaiine the aircraft for
damage, violated F. A. i. 91. 2Db ivljich provides that a pilot shall
discontinue a flight when unairworthy mechanical or structural
conditions occur, It is not necessary for this Offici to decide
whether a violation, in fact, occurred because we believe the
Forest Service reasonably could expect the contractor to follow
the safest procedure, which would have been. to immediately return
to the airport to check for damage even if, as contended by the pro-
tester, the pilct Dvas not on notice of an unairworthy mechanical
or structural condition.

The Forest Sevice also assepts that Mr. Searles concealed
the fact that his aircraft had been'damaged by the tree-striking
incident. The, rec Bcoindicates that when Mr. Searles reported
the tree-striking incident to the ±"orest Service Supervisor's Office
on the morning after the incident, he reported that it wvas thought
that the landing gear or antenna had been hit but that no damage
had been noticed. Wheiinhe was later asked if there was any damage
to the antinla or wheel, ,he replied that there had not been. About
two' Ireeks after the tree-striking incident, a Forest Sfrvice pilot
saw Air. Searles' aircraft in a repair shop in Boise, Idaho, and
discovered that the horizontal stabilizer was bent. Mr. Searles
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has admitted that the stabilizer was damaged as a result of
the tree-striking incident. Ioevever, Mr, Searles has sub-
mitted an inspection' certificate which indicates thatvafter the
tree-striking incident and on the same day, he flew the aircraft
to Salmon, Idaho for a 100-hour inspection and the aircraft was
certified as airworthy. Mr, Searles subsequently did have the
i tabilizer repaired, but there if no indication in the record
that vhenf he reported the tree-striking incident to the Forest
Service, he was aware of damage to the stabilizer and purposely
concealed thle information.

The Forest Service next asserts several inicdents of unsafe
and unlawful actions by Air Unlimited relating to a bent propellor.
The record shows that while ,Mr. Searles' aircraft was in Boise,
Idaho for repairs to the stabilizer, a bent propeilor was dis-
covered. The agency report states that Mr. Searles was informed
that thp repairs to the stabilizer would not be certified until the
propellor was fixed arid that the aircraft shouldonot be flown until
the propellor wa's repaired, However, Mlr. Searles, without
obtaining a release from the repair shop, flew the aircraft to
Western Skyways in Troutdale, Oregon, where repairs to the
propellor were made.

The Forest Service alleges that when Mr. Searles flew the
aircraft from Boise, Idaho to Troutdale, Oregon, after he had
been informed oi the damaged propellor, he violated several
provisions of the Federal Aviation Regulations. First, the agency
asserts that this incident was a violation of F. A.R. 91. 29a which
states that:

"No person may operate a civil dircraft
unless it is in an airworthy condition. "

The Forest Service also alleges that by flying his aircraft
from Boise, Idaho without obtaining a release from the repair
shop, Mr. Searles violated F. A. R. 43. 5a. That regulation
states that no person may return to service an aircraft that
has undergone maintenance unless it has been approved for
return to service by an authorized maintenance person,
and unless the appropriate maintenance record entry has
been made.
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Mr. Searles has produced a log entry that the aircraft
was certified as airworthy to fly- from Challis, Idaho to Troutdale,
Oregon for propellor repairs, but there is no indication that he was
certified for the fllght from Boise, Idaho. Mr. Searles hus also
stated that when he arrived at Western Skyways, Inc. in Troutdale,
Oregon. the mechanic considered the damage to be minor and con-
sidered the aircraft to be airworthy, This statement, however,
conflicts with a letter from Western Skyways to the F. A. A.,
General Aviation District Officer which states that the propellor
was un-airworthy according to M11.eCauley Service Manual 11720415,
In the circumstances, the flight out of Boise, Idaho, without a
service release reasonably could be regarded as a questionable
practice.

The agency cites onelfturther instance of alleged unsafe prac-
tices bly Mr. Searlea. The record indicates that on Aprfl 4, 1977,
two Forest ServiP e employees observed M-. Searles refueling his
aircraft while the engine was runnink. The tanks on Mr. Searles'
aircraft are located directly behind the propellor and when he was
asked whether he considered this procedure to be dangerous,
Mr. Searles aplegedly responded that "he would rather not refuel
it that way, -but that the engine didn't warm up very fast. " We
have no basis upon which to object to the agency's conclusion
that this act exhibited a disregard for safety.

In summary, the information available to the agency
supported findings that: 1) Mr. Searles came in contact with a
tree top Wihile flying a Forest Service flight, and the incident
has not been shown to have been due to unavoidable causes;
2) Mr. Searles flew an aircraft which dn attending mechanic
considered to be in an unairworthy condition and failed to receive
a maintenance release before commencing to fly; 3) Mr. Searles
exhibited insufficient regard for safety by fueling his aircraft's
tanks while the engine was running.

This Office has recognized that the determination of a
prospective contractor's responsibility is primarily the function
of the procur'ig activity and is necessarily a matter of judgment
involviing a considerable degree of discretion. We will not disturb
a determination of nonresponsibility based on lack of tenacity
and perseverance;,uhen the record shows a reasonable basis for
such determination. See Kennedy Van & Storage Co., Inc.,
B-180973, June 19, 1i7T, 74-l CPD 334; A. C. Ball CT'o., -187130,
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January 27, 1977, 77-1 CPD 67. Furthermore, we have held
that the cumulative effect of various deficiencIes which.
when taken together, unduly increases the burden of admir&-
istration from the Government's standpoint, cgn support
a finding of nonresponstbility based on lack of tenacity and
perseverance. Prc-'scn'v Inc., B-1846908, December 22,
1975, 75-2 CPJVT-.. at 7; 49 tomp. Gen. 139 (1969), In
the present case, when the above-surnmari2ed events
are considered in the aggregate, there is no basis upon
which to question the agency's finding that Air Unlimited
was not a responsible bidde- for thle subject contract.

The protester next asserts that the rejection of its low bid
was made without reasonable notice of the nature of the alleged
adverse information possessed by the agency. The record sho6ws
that Mr. Bills, Forest Supervisor at Challis National Forest,
notified Air. Searles, by letter of Deceinbet 17, 1078, that the
tree striking incident during a low level flight exhibited "both a
disrega d for safety regulations and poor pilot judgment."
Moreover, Allan Dunham, the contracting officer's represezita-
tive, notified MrFtSearleL', by letter of April 12, 1977, that
it believed the firrm had violated FAA regulations by! 1) operating
an aircraft in an unr-cirwvorthy condition; 2) continuing flight without
checking for structural damage; 3) operating ai aircraft in a
careless or reckless manner; and 4) operating an aircraft wit!out
a maintenance release. Thus, tile contractor was on notice that the
agency possessed information drawing into question Air Unlimited's
responsibi] ity.

The protester also asserts that it was not given an
opportunity to rebut the adverse information possessed by the
agency. .n this connection, paragraph 1-1.1205-3(b) of the EPR
states that:

"Where it is considered necessary by the
contracting officer to prevent practices preju-
dicial to fair and open competition or for
other reasons, prospective contractors
may be required to submit statements con-
cerning their ability to meet any of the
minimum standards [of responsibility]."
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The pertineni replation does not require the contrasting
officer to provide a, prospective coatractor the opportunity
to rebut the information before him. Furthermore, even
if the contracting officer had sought a formal rebuttal
from the bidder, it does not appear that the bidder could
have presented anny more convincing evidenec than it cDow
has presentedbefore this Office. See P. T. & L. Con-
struction Co., Inc., B-183966, O BBt3 2, 197a,§ 75-2
flm 208.

Qthe protester further asserts that the Forest Service
shoi'td not be Aile to consider any unsubstantiated charges made
against Mr. Searles until lie has had a hearing and there has been
a determination by the FAA on such charges, However, it is not
necessary that a bidder be found to have violated, a law or i egru-
lation in order fori acontracting officer to determine that tle4 ,
bidder is norireaponsible for a follow-on procurement, Transport
Tire Co., 11-170DD8, January 24, 1974, 74-1 CPD 2'?. Consequenty,
the fact that 2AK has not had a bearing on the alleged violations of
the F. A. R. does not preclude %nding of nonresponsibility on the
basis of actions which could be ,.Jectionable irrespective of whether
they also constittte violations of the F. A. R.

Accordingly, the protest is denied.

Acti ' Comptroller General
of the United States
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